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2022 was an eventful year for NISTH. We started slow but ended with a bang!

With ThinkOuts, Grant Calls, Report publications and the Global Digital Art Prize, we kept our researchers and partners busy and engaged.

Get all the details in our Annual Report
Read it Online: HERE

NISTH Seed Grant Call

INnovation and TRansformation for Outstanding ECRs (INTRO-ECR)

This grant empowers NTU ECRs (research assistants, research associates, and research fellows) to leverage intra- and inter-university networks to branch out their current research topics with the aim of developing ideas within and beyond their research training. Unlike other grants, this grant will aid to build bottom-up, cross-university, and multidisciplinary connections in the research area.

More details: HERE
Nanyang Research Award (University)

Prof Bo An, School of Computer Science and Engineering, NISTH Fellow, was conferred the Nanyang Research Award (University) for his significant breakthroughs and global recognition.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Fellow

Prof Mia Chunyan, President’s Chair Professor and Chair of the School of Computer Science and Engineering, NISTH Fellow, has been elevated as IEEE Fellow for contributions to multimodal signal processing and AI technologies for aging at-home and population health.
Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain Technology: Where to Head Next?
31 Jan 2023; 12:30PM - 1:30PM

This NBS Knowledge Lab webinar, brings expert panellists to reflect on the year that was and discuss critical topics driving interest in the region and globally, such as:

- What should be the role of policymakers and regulators in the new crypto market?
- How is the landscape going to look this year?
- What are the recent advancements in blockchain security and infrastructure?

Learn More →

Kumar Sustainability & Innovation Prize
Deadline: 31 Jan 2023

Nanyang Technopreneurship Centre (NTC) inaugural KSIP, aims to promote entrepreneurship and innovation within the NTU community and the development of promising and impactful solutions to address sustainability issues or innovations benefiting people and society, in Singapore and beyond.

More Details →
The Seeds of Vandana Shiva (Movie Screening)
9 Feb 2023; 5:30PM; LT2A

Asian School of the Environment Graduate Student Club is organizing a movie screening on Vandana Shiva.

Synopsis: "How did the willful daughter of a Himalayan forest conservator become Monsanto’s worst nightmare? The Seeds of Vandana Shiva tells the remarkable life story of Gandhian eco-activist Dr. Vandana Shiva, how she stood up to the corporate Goliaths of industrial agriculture, rose to prominence in the ecological food movement, and is inspiring an international crusade for change."

Learn More →